UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG

UNIVERSITY DAY

1961 to 1991

Evening Program

6 pm, 6 May 1991
University Day commemorates the establishment of
the University of Wollongong as a College of the University of New
South Wales, 30 years ago, in 1961. The University’s anniversary is tradition­
ally celebrated on the Monday closest to May 8 – the day on which the Wollon­
gong University College was formally constituted in 1961 by resolution of the
Council of the University of New South Wales
Welcome: The Chancellor, the Hon Dr R M Hope, AC CMG QC

**Musical Item**

*The Shrovetide Fair* .............................................. Igor Stravinsky  
from *Three Movements*  
from *Petrushka*  

Marilyn Meier*, piano  
* Marilyn Meier is a DCA student in the School of Creative Arts

Presentation of the Ethel Hayton Award to the academic staff member who has made a notable contribution to community activity

Presentation of 25 years Staff Awards

Presentation of inaugural Excellence in Teaching Awards

**Musical Interlude**

*Insalata Italiana* .................................................. Richard Genée  

The University Singers  
directed by David Vance

Address by the Hon Barry Jones, Professorial Fellow at the University and former Federal Minister for Science  
Title: *Universities – are they viable for the year 2000?*

Appreciation: Acting Vice-Chancellor, Professor Gerard Sutton

Wine and cheese supper  
Long Gallery